The capacity resources in this list were provided to PJM by Load Serving Entities choosing to satisfy their obligations to commit Unforced Capacity (UCAP) to ensure reliable service to loads in PJM under the Fixed Resource Requirement (FRR) Alternative for the 2017/2018 Delivery Year as described in Schedule 8.1 of the Reliability Assurance Agreement (RAA). An FRR Capacity Plan identifying the resources and UCAP quantity committed to that plan must be submitted to PJM no later than one month prior to the Base Residual Auction. To the extent that resources on this list have only a portion of their available UCAP committed to an FRR Capacity Plan, the remainder is eligible to be offered in the RPM Base Residual Auction or Incremental Auction provided the FRR Entity has satisfied the conditions on sales of Capacity Resources by FRR Entities as described in Section E of Schedule 8.1 of the RAA.